
STAY HEALTHY AND SAFE FROM COVID-19! The key reason the COVID 19 virus infects so many is due to people 
touching their nose, mouth, and face. Our covers remind employees and family members to not touch their face to 

help keep all healthy and safe.  Our washable/re-usable face covers are a great way to help your families and 
employees safe from this infectious disease. Pūrleve's Gaitor Face Covers feature a full wrap around tube-style 

construction which eliminates the painful rubbing and sores from other disposable face covers. These covers are 
made from 100% polyester and can be printed in full color.

Custom GAITOR Face Covers

Custom Images

Custom 8" Gaitor Face Covers

1.  100% Breathable, Soft Polyester

2.  Stretchy Fabric - One Size fits Most

3.  Covers most masks including the N-95 mask

4.  Helps hold your masks tightly to your face

5.  Printable (Logos, Colors, Pictures, etc) which can help

     bring comfort and joy to patients and co-workers. 

6.  No Print (White), One Side Print or Both Sides Printed

7.  Helps you avoid touching your face (Mouth and Nose)

8.  Washable - Use Again and Again!

Key Advantages of Pūrleve's Gaitors:

MOQ 100 | Call for Pricing

Stock Color (White Only)

Use over masks to help keep
a better seal around the

edges for better protection.

* This product is not intended to be used as a medical device

Use under a
mask to help
with comfort.

Use under or
over most
face masks.

Face Cover helps to keep
you from touching your
face, nose, and mouth.
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hygienic protection systems Made in USA


